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VSL has continued their tradition of providing
sample libraries of higher quality than their
competition. Ive always felt that trying to
make it sound like a real live orchestra in a
virtual reality is a near impossible task.
Theyve come a long way. Ive started with
versions 4, 5, and 6, and this new EWQLSO is
just fabulous, and the best ever. Its like a
dream come true. I wasnt exactly sure what to
expect, but I knew that this was going to be
special, and it is. I would recommend this
library to anyone interested in recording an
entire symphony or big band, be it for movie,
game, commercial, or anything else. And for a
library, its a bargain. If I wasnt so busy, I
would do it all day long. I have a variety of
videos showing how Ive used the library, and
how Ive programmed the demos in
VideoArtist's MovieScore Pro to work with it
(so if youre interested, check those out). If
youre going to buy one of these libraries or
are thinking about it, please buy this. Its
awesome, and youll love it! These samples are
useable and enjoyable, but make no mistake
about it, this is a small library. Its amazing,
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but it gets really small at times. I dont see
myself buying it just to use a few articulations,
but if someone else is, this is an outstanding
library of articulations. Theres no doubt in my
mind that this is an okay value for money, but
it can never be on a par with something like a
prolic or a premium license. I havent had any
issues with the VST format that I dont
understand. I also really like how they have
included the TBX files with each library
purchase so you can work with your own
different samples, velocities, etc.
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I have also been using EWQLSO for solo work
for years, in session (not for films), and just

practicing at home. From what I have
experienced, the half time technique seems to
bring out more detail. And live, the strings can

get LOUD! But it really can be used in a
variety of situations. In addition to the

features from Quantum Leap, 8DIO Gold
includes all of our other Quantasound tools for
you to plug into East Wests Play engine. That
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means integrated audio samples and virtual
instruments, multi-channel layout, and a huge

range of instruments and effects including
analog emulation, endless presets, and a

blank slate for you to create your own unique
sounds. It all comes together in one powerful

package for a smooth, complete orchestra
experience.Features New interactive tutorials,
Intuitive instrument layout, Database browse,

Real and Stylus Instruments, M2L, and OS
Effects, for a truly complete orchestral

experience. Its all about the keyswitches.
Keyswitching facilities have been greatly

improved. The GUI's keyboard now
showsprecisely where keyswitches are

mapped; if you play annote within the general
keyswitch area which has no keyswitch

assigned, it no longer cuts off the sound like
the Kompakt version did! In addition to the

new Master keyswitch sets, the old
Professional XP keyswitch instruments are also

included, for the benefit of users looking to
recreate past projects. However, the original

set of keyswitches created for the first edition
of the library is now history. The only feature
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Imissed is that currently there's no way of
seeing at aance which articulation is currently

active in aMaster. Perhaps that's one for
afuture update 5ec8ef588b
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